
A 21/2 DayWorkshop 
with Russell Targ 

and Marty Rosenblatt
January 29, 30 & 31, 2005 

Los Angeles, California

Finally! A practical use for remote viewing, 
taught by its original co-founder, Russell Targ

IntuitiveInvesting:
Remote Viewing & Applications 

to Financial Markets

Attendance is
limited, please 
register early.
Call toll-free:
1-800-441-8547
or enroll on the 
web at www.
onemindinstitute.org

An Intensive 21/2
day workshop that
teaches you how to
use the techniques
of Associative
Remote Viewing to
invest in the stock
and commodity
futures markets.

YOU WILL LEARN 
n How to become
a more intuitive
investor.

n How to become
part of an ARV
Investment Club.

                               



You’ve invested the time to learn Remote Viewing. 
Now, are you ready to make the investment pay off?

As a student of the amazing technique of Remote Viewing, you
know that it allows you to tap into the unlimited power of
your unconscious mind. As astounding as this power is, you

might have asked yourself the question: “What serious or practical
use is it, other than for finding my car keys?” 

Now, we are privileged and delighted to offer you the opportunity
to learn an eminently practical application for this amazing skill.
Even more exciting, you’ll learn it directly from the original co-
founder of Remote Viewing: Russell Targ, leader of the team at
Stanford Research Institute that during the 1970s and 80s created
Remote Viewing as a system of protocols giving ordinary people
direct access to their natural psychic abilities. The original focus of
the team’s work was to enable the U.S. Military to spy on the Soviets
during the Cold War, with convincing results. 

During the 1980s, Targ and others further enhanced and refined
the technique, eventually developing a powerful, practical applica-
tion called Associative Remote Viewing, or “ARV” for short. He used
ARV as a tool and method for investing in the silver futures market,
and made substantial profits for his investors. Now, he has finally
decided to teach ARV to individuals who have been looking for a
practical use for their Remote Viewing skills. 

The resulting 21/2-day intensive training workshop will be pre-
sented by Russell Targ and Marty Rosenblatt, a physicist who also
has a long history of putting this system into practice. Targ and
Rosenblatt will show you how to do it, and then they’ll demonstrate
it with actual live trading during the workshop itself.

An intensive, hands-on workshop: You’ll learn the theory
and then make actual trades.

On Day One, you’ll brush up on Remote Viewing protocols, and
then you’ll learn the simple technique of Associative Remote Viewing.
Targ and Rosenblatt will do live analysis and judging of participants’
ARV sessions, and you’ll learn to do the same kind of analysis yourself.
By the end of the day, you’ll be doing ARV for a simulated trade.

Then, Day Two of the workshop will delve deeper into simulated
online trading. Each student will be involved in making buy and sell 
decisions. You’ll do live trading on Day Three. All positions are
closed out before the end of the day, so that risk is minimized. When
the workshop is over you’ll go home and continue trading with us
for as long as you like. You’ve been looking for a practical applica-
tion for Remote Viewing—what could be more practical than this?

A long-term proven track record of success.
This workshop is based on Russell Targ’s proven track record. He

has demonstrated the reality of these techniques many times, begin-
ning with his initial experiments in the silver futures commodity
market starting in October of 1982. The investors made profits in the
“middle six figures,”according to the Wall Street Journal.

Of course, we can’t guarantee the same returns, but we can guar-
antee that the workshop will be interesting and informative.

Protocol 8—A successful approach to applying ARV in
financial markets.

Marty Rosenblatt has developed an investment ARV protocol that
was successfully tested with 15 viewers over a 17 month (January
2003 thru May 2004) period. 13 of the 15 viewers made a profit.
There were a total of 926 Sessions with 325 Hits, 210 Misses, and 391
Passes. This is an overall Success Rate of 60.7%—where only
50% is expected by chance.

Four of the viewers accounted for a total of 667 (72%) sessions,
each performing over 100 sessions. Two examples of their Success
Rate Graphs are shown below. (The success rate is the number of
hits divided by the sum of the hits plus misses.)

The Success Rate is plotted versus the Number of Sessions (where
Passes are included in the session count). The top graphs shows a
viewer (really a viewer-analyst team) with 198 Sessions. The team
started off with 14 Hits, 0 Misses and 9 Passes. They leveled off at a
Success Rate of about 66%. 

The bottom graph shows a viewer-analyst team that began with
an early Success Rate that dipped below 30%. This team then raised
their Success Rate to 70% and leveled off at about 65%—a 15% edge
over chance. As these examples illustrate, the psychological ups and
downs in long-term ARVing provide challenges and opportunities for
personal growth for viewers and analysts. 

In this workshop, you will learn Protocol 8 and do ARV viewing
and analyzing. Investments will be placed and closed-out with a
profit/loss based on this work. 

          



SATURDAY,  JANUARY 29,  2005
8:30AM Registration

9:00–12:00 Workshop
• Short Introductions by Russell and Marty,

then each participant
• What do we know about Remote Viewing
• Scientific Implications of Psychic Abilities

(non-locality)
• Activity: Group Remote Viewing of an

Object
• Precognition and ARV—Examples

– The Wreck of the Titan
– Dream Telepathy and Princeton 

precognition experiments
– The Wall Street Example of 

December Silver
• Slides from previously secret Stanford

Research Institute (SRI) program, show-
ing sessions from masters and learners

• Activity: Group ARV experiment with 
two objects

12:00–1:30 Lunch

1:30–6:00 Workshop
• Associative Remote Viewing (ARV) of

Financial Markets
– Intro and ARV explanation using 

precog  time model.
– Financial S&P Futures Market

• ARV “Begins” with the Feedback
• Analysis/Judging
• Activity: Trade 1 – Viewing Sessions with

Outcome to be determined by Stock
Market Simulator
– Get on computers for coords after doing

sessions

BREAK  for all but judges

• Activity: Trade 1 – Judging Sessions
• Activity: Trade 1 – Outcome and Feedback

Sessions
• Show feedback to entire group with CRs.

– Discuss issues
• Questions and Answers (be sure to bring 

a small object to workshop tomorrow
morning in a paper bag)

SUNDAY,  JANUARY 30,  2005
9:00–12:00 Workshop
• Individual Description of a Small Object

– Written session
– Judging Experience for all to improve  

viewing sessions
• Spiritual Implications of Psychic Abilities
• NOVA Movie
• Activity: Trade 2 – Viewing Sessions with

Outcome to be determined by Stock
Market Simulator

• Judging: judges are trained by Russell 
and Marty

12:00–1:30 Lunch

1:30–6:00 Workshop
• Activity: Trade 2 – Outcome and Feedback

Sessions
• Show feedback to entire group with CRs.

– Discuss issues
• Tracking Outcomes and Dollars
• Previous Example with 65% success rates
• Hits, Misses, Passes and Money
• Belief Systems and Personal Growth
• Long-term Approach within our Club
• Activity: The Real Thing, Trade 3 -

Viewing Sessions with Outcome to be
determined by Entering a Trade Monday
Morning

• Judging
6:00–7:30 Dinner

7:30–9:00
• Informal discussion with Russell & Marty

MONDAY,  JANUARY 31,  2005
9:00–1:00 Workshop

• Enter Trade at 6:30 am (early birds only)
• Our ARV Investment Club
• Activity: The Real Thing, Trade 3 –

Outcome and Feedback Sessions
• Our ARV Investment Club – Viewing

Schedule and Staying In Touch
– Yahoo Group for Ongoing Discussions

• Closing Discussions

Russell Targ is 
a physicist and

author who was a pioneer
in the development of the
laser, and co-founder of the
Stanford Research
Institute’s investigation
into psychic abilities in the 1970s and 1980s.
He is co-author of Mind Reach: Scientists Look
at Psychic Abilities; The Mind Race:
Understanding and Using Psychic Abilities;
Miracles of Mind: Remote Viewing and
Spiritual Healing; and The Heart of the Mind:
How to Experience God Without Belief. He
most recently authored Limitless Mind: A
Guide to Remote Viewing and Transforma-
tion of Consciousness. He is also an editor,
publisher, songwriter, producer, a teacher, and
more. Targ retired from Lockheed Martin as a
senior staff scientist, where he developed laser
technology for peaceful applications. 

Martin Rosenblatt
worked as a compu-

tational physicist and man-
aged many projects in the
development and applica-
tion of sophisticated com-
puter programs for analyzing high-energy
problems of interest to the Dept. of Defense and
NASA, e.g. hypervelocity impact and nuclear
weapons effects. He was a founder, CEO and
senior staff scientist of PhysiComp Corporation
(1994) and its internet subsidiary. These were
acquired by an internet company, and Marty is
now President of PIA (Physics Intuition
Applications). Marty has designed, managed
and participated in eight ARV protocols. These
protocols involved trading in financial markets
and were developed and improved over the last
5 years. Marty's focus in this workshop will be
to teach, with hands-on experience, the most
successful protocol, Protocol 8. At the end of
the workshop, the participants can take what
they learn and form an investment club or use
the approach on their own.

Don’t miss this rare 
chance to train with 

Russell Targ in person.
REMOTE VIEWING & APPLICATIONS TO FINANCIAL MARKETS
W O R K S H O P  O V E R V I E W

If you have a laptop computer with a wireless card, 
you may want to bring it to class for training purposes

                             



Workshop Schedule & Fees

Name _____________________________________________________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________________________________________________

City ____________________________________________State _____________ Zip _______________________

Phone _____________________________________email ____________________________________________

nn YES! Please register me for Russell Targ’s Intuitive Investing Workshop

nn Check/MO  enclosed    Charge my:  nn MasterCard    nn VISA   nn AMEX    nn Discover    Amount:_______

Card # ________________________________________________Exp. Date _____________

Signature__________________________________________________________________

Cost: $500 + $1,000 for investing = $1,500
For registration by credit card, 24-hour toll-free number:

1(800)441-8547
Please call and register for the workshop as 
early as possible—ATTENDANCE IS LIMITED. 
Mail check or money order to:
One Mind Institute
115 W. California Boulevard, #150
Pasadena, CA 91105

www.onemindinstitute.org
Phone: 1-626-577-5742

ONE MIND
INSTITUTE

Registration Form
PLEASE REGISTER EARLY—ATTENDANCE IS LIMITED.

One Mind Institute presents 
INTUITIVE INVESTING:
REMOTE VIEWING AND 
APPLICATIONS TO 
FINANCIAL MARKETS 
An Intensive 21/2 -Day Workshop with
Russell Targ & Marty Rosenblatt

Saturday, Sunday & Monday,
January 20, 30 & 31, 2005
Radisson Hotel at 
Los Angeles Airport
6225 W. Century Boulevard 
Los Angeles CA 90045
Room reservations: (800) 333-3333 

Cost: Workshop $ 500
Investment Capital $1,000
Total $1,500

Deposit of $200 required to reserve your seat. 
Balance due two weeks prior to workshop.

Q. How will investing be done after
the workshop?  
A. The workshop participants will be part of
an ARV Investment Club.
Q. Do I need to have an email
address?
A. Yes, this will be the primary way we will 
provide ARV sessions and coordinates after
the workshop. Please provide your email
address when you register.
Q. Do I need to bring any supplies?
A. Maybe your favorite writing pen.
Q. Who do I call for additional 
questions?
A. You will be given a direct number and be
able to speak to a staff member after your 
initial call to register.
Q.Will I be trading during the
workshop?
A. Yes, with all trades being closed out by
the end of the day to minimize risk. 
Q. Can we get our $1,000 invest-
ment at any time? 
A. The $1,000 investment may go up or
down in value. You can pull out your cur-
rent account value at the end of any day; a
check will be sent to you within 5 business
days. Your account value is your original
investment plus/minus any profit/loss due
to trades.
Q. How will I know what my
account value is? 
A. You will have a password-protected web-
page with your account value. Webpages
will also display tables and graphs showing
your historical performance.
Q. Can I really make money by 
participating in the workshop?
A. There is no guarantee that you will make
money. You might actually lose money.  
Q. Is it a requirement that I must
already have learned remote 
viewing?
A. No, you will learn, during the first day of
training, all you need to know to success-
fully remote view ARV targets.
Q. What is the value of being part
of an investment club?
A. Fun, personal growth and the value of
making consensus ARV decisions.

Q&A

Attendance is limited, 
please register early. 
Call toll-free: 

1-800-441-8547
or enroll on the web at 
www.onemindinstitute.org

                                                  


